
Strength in healthcare and life sciences
For healthcare, biotech, and pharma transactions, Datasite delivers peak fitness. Rigorous security meets the demands of regulation and data 

privacy, while complex projects flow smoothly in a frictionless deal space. AI-assisted data rooms shorten due diligence for all transaction types.

1,900
healthcare projects in 2023

ISO certified
27001, 27017, 27018, 27701

SOC 2 Type II
attestation

HIPAA/ GDPR
compliant

All on one secure platform  
Diligence 
Safeguard sensitive data in the premier data room.

Acquire 
Steer buy-side due diligence with tools made for you.

Outreach 
Manage your deal marketing effortlessly and securely.

Pipeline 
Capture and manage all opportunities in one place. 

Archive 
Preserve your key data in searchable, auditable records.

Datasite for

healthcare & life sciences

 Biomedical technologies
 Biotechnology
 Environmental

 Life systems technologies
 Medical devices
 Pharmaceuticals
 Specialty chains

Supported by Datasite Assist  
Call on expert assistance globally 24/7/365, in 20+ languages.

Sectors covered

Trusted 
by market 
leaders

Secure your IP for every need

Partnerships and collaborations Keep your critical information structured 
and ready for secure sharing. Search easily in detail across all content.

Technology licensing Seamlessly handle in-licensing to fund the product 
journey, out-licensing to expand, or facility licensing. 

Fundraising Attract investors fast with automated marketing and sharp 
analytics. Streamline the process with trackers.

IPO Conduct the entire project on one seamless platform to manage 
volumes of information in a single source of truth.

Mergers & acquisitions Trust the complete M&A platform for buy-side and 
sell-side due diligence and advanced analytics.
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#Wheredealsaremade

Simplicity and security 
invisibly backing your data
Datasite gives you the complete transaction platform. Connected applications 

streamline your entire workflow and create repeatable, scalable processes. Smart tools 

ease your workload and accelerate progress.

Maximize investor backing and valuation 
through solid deal marketing and due 
diligence. Systemize all your confidential 
data, demonstrating your expertise.

Source and secure opportunities 
for partnerships, then optimize due 
diligence so that you stay in control. 
Maintain robust records.

Cultivate interested investors and gauge 
their interest fast. Roll quickly into due 
diligence to boost the prospects of a 
successful outcome. And repeat. 

Enhance your team with Datasite Assist, 
then nail your deadlines with automated 
deal marketing and zero-friction due 
diligence. Auditable records make it 
watertight.

Create robust index structures to support 
technical documents such as clinical trial 
data and reports. Protect sensitive IP, 
HIPAA, and PII data with redaction, IRM, 
permissioning, and access restrictions.

6 of 10 top  
global M&A  
deals in 2023

6 of 10 top 
Healthcare 
deals in 2023

Fundraising In-licensing Out-licensing IPO Secure repository

Single sign-on (SSO) 
and multi-factor 
authentication (MFA)

Information rights 
management (IRM)

Encryption of data 
both at rest and in 
transit

AI-enabled 
redaction and 
categorization

Document 
comparisons

Custom 
reporting

OCR-powered 
search in 16 
languages


